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Abstract

Research in high-speed interconnect requires physical
test to validate circuit models and design assumptions. At
multi-Gbit/sec rates, physical implementations require cus-
tom circuit design, teams with many designers, long design
cycles, and expensive test equipment. By building a “scale
model” that operates at bit rates of 50-100 Mbits/sec, we
obtain order of magnitude reductions in cost and design
time. We present a simple, inexpensive test bed implemented
using a PC and inexpensive graphics cards. To demonstrate
the effectiveness of our test bed, we use it to validate novel
methods for synthesizing crosstalk equalization filters.

1. Introduction

Increasing chip speeds and integration densities place
ever greater demands on the performance of off-chip in-
terconnect. Because the technologies for chip packaging,
printed circuit boards, and connectors improve much more
slowly than that for silicon, designers require higher and
higher bandwidths from copper wires that have changed lit-
tle over many fabrication generations. To meet this demand,
designers make increasing use of on-chip signal processing
to maximize the utilization of off-chip interconnect [1]. Ef-
fectively, this uses more transistors on-chip to compensate
for the limitations of the interconnect between chips.

The design of high-speed interconnect is a multi-faceted
effort that includes the design of high-speed DACs and
ADCs, low jitter PLLs and DLLs, state-of-the-art packag-
ing, detailed electrical modeling of the interconnect, and our
research focus, equalizing filters. Complete designs require
custom chip design, many designers, expensive equipment,
and design cycles of a year or more. While such efforts are
necessary to bring interconnect solutions to the point that
they can be utilized by system architects, only a few re-
search groups can undertake such resource-intensive efforts.
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Smaller groups can focus on particular interconnect chal-
lenges by using a combination of simulation-based stud-
ies and “scale model” implementations. Simulations pro-
vide a practical way to examine issues in cutting edge in-
terconnect. However, simulations inevitably rely on simpli-
fied models for the bus and connectors, as well as for clock
jitter and other phenomena that degrade signal integrity. For
example, accurate electrical models for buses and connec-
tors are difficult to obtain without measurement as they re-
quire 3D solutions to Maxwell’s equations. Thus, we need
a physical implementation while avoiding massive design
efforts and expensive test equipment. We achieve this by
targeting much lower bit-rates and deliberately designing
PC board buses to exacerbate signal integrity issues at these
lower frequencies. This “scale model” approach has numer-
ous advantages: it is inexpensive to implement; the design
cycle is dramatically shortened; and we can easily alter the
test bed to examine the impact of varying individual com-
ponents of the link. Unlike simulation alone, the physical
implementation forces us to address the full range of issues
arising in an actual design.

Section 3 describes how our test bed uses commodity PC
graphics cards to provide analog channels operating at up to
300M samples/sec. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our
test bed by using it to validate our designs of novel equaliza-
tion filters. Section 2 summarizes our previous work in syn-
thesizing optimal equalizing filters, and section 4 shows the
use of our test bed for validating these filter designs. These
experiments show the impact of timing jitter and inaccura-
cies in channel estimation. The test bed also confirms that
our filters offer dramatic improvements in signal integrity.
Its low cost and simplicity should allow our test bed de-
sign to be easily used and modified for a wide range of re-
search in signal integrity and mixed-signal design.

2. Equalization

Figure 1 shows the structure of a typical channel with
pre-equalization. A filter is assigned to each wire of the bus.
Each filter takes as input a data bit and one or more neigh-
bouring bits in each direction and outputs a predistorted sig-
nal for one wire of the bus. An ideal equalizing filter would
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Figure 1. A typical channel with pre-
equalizing filters for crosstalk cancellation.

have a transfer function that is the exact inverse of that of
the bus with some delay, in which case the concatenation
of the filter and the channel would convey data at arbitrar-
ily high rates with perfect fidelity. However, power, band-
width, and area constraints preclude implementing such a
filter. Our research develops methods for synthesizing opti-
mal filters under practical constraints.

Equalization has been used effectively with multi-Gbs
links to compensate for high frequency losses [2, 3, 4]
and for nearest neighbour crosstalk cancellation [5]. Typ-
ically, least squares (LSQ) optimization has been used to
determine the filter coefficients. However, LSQ minimizes
the average error, whereas standard measures of signal in-
tegrity such as eye-height correspond to the worst-case per-
formance. Because the system is linear, contributions from
each bit times on each wire can be considered indepen-
dently. For the worst-case scenario, the total disturbance
is simply the sum of the absolute values of those individ-
ual contributions from other wires and from other bit times.
Based on this observation, we developed linear program-
ming (LP) approaches for optimizing worst-case perfor-
mance and presented practical implementations of the algo-
rithms [6, 7]. Our methods allow the direct optimization of
eye-height or an eye-mask as well as constraining the max-
imum output of the filter and maximum overshoot at the
receiver and identification of the worst-case data patterns
for the channel. Simulation results show that our LP based
methods achieve significantly greater signal integrity and
data rates than LSQ methods for channels with significant
crosstalk. The test bed described here allows us to demon-
strate these filters with real, physical channels.

3. The Testbed

We designed our test bed around inexpensive VGA
graphics cards. Using dual-port, PCI graphics cards and
a typical PC with five available PCI slots, we can imple-
ment a test bed with up to 30 analog channels. To use
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Figure 2. The Testbed

graphics cards as transmitters in a synchronous trans-
mission system, we have to synchronize the video out-
puts so that they have identical pixel rates and so that
frames and scanlines are aligned. Section 3.2 presents
our solution to synchronizing the graphics cards. Typi-
cal graphics cards support pixel rates of up to 400MHz. To
compensate for high-frequency losses, our equalizing fil-
ters have sample rates that are a small multiple of the data
rate. For example, using four samples per data bit lim-
its the data rate of our test bed to 60∼100Mbits/sec.
To show the effectiveness of the filter synthesis meth-
ods, we intentionally designed a bus with severe crosstalk
and dispersive losses at such low data rates. Section 3.3 de-
scribes the issues involved in designing a sufficiently bad
PCB bus. Finally, section 3.4 describes how we mea-
sure the test bed’s electrical parameters to validate
simulation models and provide a basis for filter synthe-
sis.

3.1. System Overview

Figure 2 sketches our test bed. It consists of three major
components: a host PC with multiple PCI graphics cards,
a PCB with a bus under test and impedance matching net-
works, and an oscilloscope as a receiver. The bus under test
is driven by the video outputs of the graphics cards. We used
ATI Radeon 7000 VE graphics cards at a cost of about $US
60 each. Each card provides separate VGA and DVI graph-
ics ports providing a total of six analog channels per card. A
run of seven boards cost $350, mainly because of the area
needed for a long bus. Not counting the oscilloscope and
signal generator which are available in most electronic labs,
our test bed can be built for less than $2000.

After characterizing the bus, we use our filter synthesis
methods to derive the filter coefficients and determine their
worst-case input sequences. We then compute the filter out-
puts and store them as pixel values that are transferred to the



frame buffers of the graphics cards. As result, the RGB sig-
nals from the cards drive each wire of the bus with the val-
ues from the corresponding filter. At the receiver end, the
oscilloscope records the bus outputs which we then down-
load to the host PC for analysis.

3.2. Synchronizing multiple graphics cards

In our test bed, we match the pixel clocks of the graph-
ics cards by modifying the graphics cards to operate from
a common clock. We then use a software approach to align
the frames and scanlines from the multiple graphics ports.

The Radeon 7000 graphics card derives its pixel clocks
from a 27MHz crystal oscillator. We added connectors that
allow us to override the oscillator with the signal from an
external signal generator, an Agilent 33250A. Adding the
connector for an external clock is the only physical change
that we made to the graphics cards.

With the pixel clocks matched, we need to align the
frames and scanlines to ensure sufficient scanline overlap
to test our filters. This is called “genlock.” While graphics
cards with hardware support for genlock are available, they
are specialty devices with prices in the thousands of dol-
lars. Using a large number of these expensive cards would
increase the cost of our test bed by an order of magnitude.
Instead, we adapted a software approach to genlock origi-
nally described in [8]. The main idea is to temporarily al-
ter the length of the horizontal and vertical retrace times of
each graphics port to bring all of the ports into alignment.
The solution in [8] used software observation of the retrace
intervals to achieve frame level synchronization across mul-
tiple PC’s running real-time Linux. Using the same gen-
eral approach on a single PC running RedHat Linux and
XFree86, we use an oscilloscope to make precise measure-
ments of sync pulse alignments and achieve synchroniza-
tion to within a few pixels.

VGA standards [9] specify the registers that control the
video signal generation. To access these registers, we mod-
ified the graphics card driver in XFree86 [10] and extended
the VIDMODE feature of XFree86 so that synchronization
can be performed at the application level. With this method
we achieve synchronization to within 15 pixels. In particu-
lar, this software approach is limited because the graphics
card that we used restricts the number of pixels in a scan-
line to be a multiple of eight; it doesn’t provide software
observation of the horizontal synchronization events; and
changes made to the timing registers appear to cause some
small random perturbation in hsync timing. For our applica-
tion, the residual offset is not a problem and can be compen-
sated by shifting the location of filter outputs in the frame
buffer. Using the1600×1200, video mode (the longest sup-
ported scanline for the DVI channel) with a filter oversam-
pling rate of four pixels per bit provides test sequences of
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Figure 3. Impedance Matching Networks

up to 396 bits per scanline which is more than adequate for
our purposes.

3.3. A Scale Model for High-speed Buses

The Radeon 7000 graphics cards provide 300MHz
RAMDACs. With four filter samples per data bit, this sets
the upper limit for the data rate of our test bed to be 75MHz.
To obtain a signaling environment at these bit rates simi-
lar to that of a multi-Gbs bus, the bus geometry must pro-
mote crosstalk. To that end, we fabricated a bus that is 1 me-
ter long with 6 mil (0.15mm) wide traces with 6 mil spac-
ing running 93 mils (2.36mm) over the ground plane with
a standard, FR-4 dielectric and 0.5oz (0.017mm) cop-
per thickness. The large separation to the ground plane in-
creases the inductive coupling to produce significant
crosstalk at relatively low data rates. Using the HSPICE
2D field solver, we extracted a model for the bus and sim-
ulations showed that without equalization it should have a
closed data eye at 70 Mbits/sec. The board is15in × 10in
(38cm× 25cm).

Achieving sufficient crosstalk for our experiments neces-
sitated a bus geometry with a relatively high characteristic
impedance, about100Ω. The RGB outputs from the graph-
ics card are75Ω, and the input to the oscilloscope (an HP
54522A) is50Ω. To address these impedance mismatches,
we considered transformers and resistive networks. To use
transformers, we would have to restrict our data sequences
to minimize the low-frequency content of the transmitted
signals. On the other hand, insertion loss is the main dis-
advantage of using a resistive network. We chose the resis-
tive network approach for its ease of implementation and
the flexibility of being able to change the termination sim-
ply by changing resistor values. Figure 3 shows the resistive
impedance matching network that we use. The voltage out-
put from this network has about 40% of the magnitude of
an implementation with ideal transformers.

Even with impedance matching networks, there are
many discontinuities in the signal path. These include the
VGA and DVI connectors, DVI-VGA adapters, header-pin
connectors, and some non-impedance controlled seg-
ments on the board and between the VGA connectors and
the header pins. In practice, connectors and chip pack-
ages are often the dominant sources of crosstalk and reflec-
tions for multi-Gbs links [11].



3.4. Bus Characterization

Channel estimation for high-speed buses and se-
rial links is often performed using a time domain reflec-
tometer (TDR) or a vector network analyzer (VNA). Our
test lab has a 2-port VNA. Aw-bit bus is a2w-port net-

work and requires
(
2w
2

)
measurement configurations when

using a 2-port VNA. For the nine wire bus described in sec-
tion 4, this requires 153 test configurations with man-
ual changes for each. Furthermore, VNA measurements
would not include circuitry and interconnect on the graph-
ics cards such as the DACs, graphic chip packaging, and
graphics card copper traces. TDR approaches have simi-
lar limitations.

Instead of using the VNA, we perform channel estima-
tion in situ. Our optimization methods are formulated with
respect to the response on each bus output to a pulse whose
width is one data bit time on each bus input. We program the
graphics cards to produce such pulses and measure the re-
sponses directly using the oscilloscope. This method takes
the entire channel including the DACs, connectors, resistive
networks, and bus into account. For aw-bit bus, we only
needw2 configurations. This number can be further reduced
by sending out bits consecutively on each wire. For exam-
ple, by sending down a single bit input on three wires con-
secutively and using a multi-channel oscilloscope, the num-
ber of configurations is reduced tow2/(3(c − 1)), where
c is the number of oscilloscope ports. That’s 27 configura-
tions for our nine wire bus with a two-channel oscilloscope.
Unlike a VNA which uses a tuned front end, our approach
is highly sensitive to noise. As discussed in section 4.1, we
average the response to 100 measurements per configura-
tion to obtain satisfactory accuracy.

4. Results

Using our test bed, we have performed some prelimi-
nary experiments with our filters. This section describes our
in situ measurements of bit responses, measurements of fil-
ter effectiveness, and the impact of timing jitter. Pragma-
tism motivated us to choose a nine-wire bus for these ex-
periments. As noted in section 3.4, the effort to character-
ize the bus response grows quadratically with bus width. We
balance the incentive for a small bus to simplify character-
ization with the need for a wide enough bus to show large
scale crosstalk.

4.1. Bus Characterization

Figure 4A shows a complete bit response on the mid-
dle wire of the bus, wire 5, given a single, bit-wide input on
each wire consecutively. The response to the pulse on the
wire itself (Figure 4B) has a peak at128 ∼ 148mv, with
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A: the cascaded waveform of the responses on wire 5
given a single, bit-wide pulse on each wire of the bus;

B: the responses on wire 1, 4 and 9 given a single, bit-
wide pulse on wire 1, 4 and 9 respectively;

C: the maximum magnitude on wire 1 of crosstalk from
each other wire.

Figure 4. Bus Bit Responses.

wires driven directly by the VGA port having a higher peak
than those driven through DVI→VGA adapters. This is ap-
parently due to the high-frequency losses of the DVI→VGA
adapter. Figure 4C shows the maximum crosstalk on wire 1
from other wires. Note that coupling from wire 3 is stronger
than that from wire 2; otherwise, crosstalk decreases with
distance as expected.

We observed a 5mv peak-to-peak noise floor. With cou-
pling terms from 2mv to 15mv, we averaged the values from
100 measurements to estimate a bus model. We automated
these measurements using GPIB programming of the os-
cilloscope. From the standard deviation of these measure-
ments, we estimate that our bus model is accurate to within
±3%. Using the average from 20 traces degrades the accu-
racy for filter synthesis to±8% with little impact on end-
to-end signal integrity. This suggests that simple, on-chip
circuitry for channel estimation should suffice when imple-
menting our filters in multi-Gbs links.



4.2. Filter Performance

Implementing a filter where every output depends on the
data values from every data input would be unacceptable in
terms of power, latency, and die area. Thus, we consider fil-
ters where each output is computed from the input value for
the wire itself and each of itsk closest neighbours in both
directions. For example, the filter shown in figure 1 is a de-
sign with k = 2. We write that a filter ism × k to indi-
cate that the filter hasm taps and considersk neighbours to
each side. We test each filter using its worst-case input se-
quence (see [6, 7]) and random variations.

Figure 5 shows eye diagrams measured from the bus with
various filters. As predicted by the HSPICE field solver
and simulation, this bus has a closed eye at 70Mbit/s, fig-
ure 5A. For single-line pre-emphasis, neither the LP nor the
LSQ synthesized filters opens the eye. As the LP method
optimizes for the worst-case, it can make no progress and
produces meaningless filter coefficients. By optimizing for
the average case, the LSQ method produces a filter that
provides some improvement in signal integrity. Thus, we
show a single-line pre-emphasis filter designed by the LSQ
method, figure 5B. While the LSQ method cannot open the
eye with a12 × 1 filter, the LP method achieves 10% eye
height and 15% eye width in simulation that neglected jit-
ter. However, due to jitter and voltage noise in the physical
system, we do not observe this small eye opening using the
test bed, figure 5C. By taking more wires into account, the
12 × 3 filters designed by the LP method produces a good
eye opening, figure 5D. Figure 5E shows that an excellent
eye is produced by a full-width filter using the LP method,
while figure 5F shows that the corresponding LSQ filter is
not nearly as effective. This shows the advantage of the LP
method that maximizes eye masks directly. These observa-
tions are consistent with simulation results reported in our
earlier work [6] and confirm the correctness and practical-
ity of our filter design approach.

4.3. Jitter

High-speed I/O bandwidth should scale with technology
as long as the timing uncertainties can be made to scale at
the same rate [11]. Clock jitter and channel interference are
the dominant causes of timing uncertainty. Although equal-
izing filters can greatly reduce channel interference, clock
jitter can significantly degrade channel performance [12].

We face two timing issues in this test bed: subpixel mis-
alignment and graphics card PLL jitter. The subpixel mis-
alignment between video ports is the residual misalignment
after shifting the location of filter outputs in the frame buffer
(see section 3.2). We measure this subpixel misalignment
and incorporate it into the channel model. Although pixel
clock jitter is not specified by graphics card manufactur-
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Figure 5. Eye Diagrams at 70Mbit/sec/wire.



ers, it is significant. For the cards we used, the jitter appears
to be random with a standard deviation of approximately
200ps. The excellent eye-diagrams shown in figure 5 sug-
gest that although we synthesized the equalizing filters as-
suming perfect timing, the filter design approach tolerates
moderate amounts of jitter.

With 200ps rms random jitter, to ensure a bit error rate
(BER) of 10−12, the system should tolerate 2.8ns peak-to-
peak jitter. With randomly generated extreme-case jitter of
either+1.4ns or−1.4ns, we simulated the transmission sys-
tem with the12 × 9 equalizing filter designed by the LP
method. The open eye shown in figure 5G suggests that
the system provides10−12 BER and further confirms that
the filter design approach has some jitter tolerance. How-
ever, compared with figure 5D, figure 5G shows reduction
in both eye height and eye width. This suggests the impor-
tance of taking jitter into account while designing equaliz-
ing filters in order to guarantee a specified BER. We plan
to incorporate jitter explicitly in our filter synthesis proce-
dure and then use our test bed to validate its effectiveness.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a simple, low-cost, signal integrity
test bed for PCB buses. We use commodity graphics cards
to provide a large number of analog channels at rates of 300-
400M samples/sec. By designing buses with exaggerated
crosstalk, we can model channels similar to those found in
multi-Gbs links at a much lower rate. Because our approach
uses commodity components and does not require custom-
chip fabrication, we can perform experiments with an or-
der of magnitude or more reduction in cost, time, and effort
compared with full-speed links. This allows us to quickly
evaluate novel signaling approaches.

We demonstrated our test bed by using it to validate our
synthesis procedures for crosstalk cancelling equalization
filters. Measurements from the test bed show that we can
get results that are comparable to those predicted by sim-
ulation in the presence of many real-world non-idealities
such as timing jitter and imperfect connectors. We plan to
build upon this foundation and extend our methods to in-
clude explicit modeling of jitter as well as differential and
multi-level signaling. Our test bed will allow simple and fast
validation and demonstration of these techniques as we de-
velop them and allow us to identify further areas for im-
proving signaling.

In our work, we have focused on high-speed digital
buses. Signal integrity with coupled channels occurs in
many other situations including telephone subscriber loop
connections [13]. The most obvious limitations of our ap-
proach are the blanking of output signals during horizon-
tal and vertical retrace and the offline computation of fil-
ter outputs. The former could be overcome by combining

the outputs from two or three VGA ports to produce an un-
interrupted signal. The latter might be addressed by using
the graphics pipelines of the video cards for signal process-
ing computations. With such changes, our test bed could be
used to test a wide variety of mixed-signal applications.
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